
New Product Launch- A winning Value Creation Strategy
Roadmap to successful launch for Product ’X’ in multiple geographies for a profitable growth

Business Problem & Situation Approach to address the business situation

A leading aerospace manufacturer was looking to launch Product’X’ across
multiple geographies. This product is expected to outperform the overall
market in terms of time, operational efficiency, durability, ease of use,
technological advancement and availability.

The client was interested to evaluate/validate the optimum pitch pricing,
understanding the regulatory landscape and develop the value creation
proposal strategy to approach decision-makers to win the deal.

Activities performed:-
▪ Understanding the current market components and scenarios pertaining to the end-user
▪ Define each experience as a challenge (negative experience) and identify the technology offering/catering to

the need of the challenge
▪ Identify and evaluate market attractiveness /effect of available technologies on the basis of current market

dynamics and cost associated with it
▪ Identify technology catering to all types of customers and its inter-dependence on the peer group to

complete the single operation
▪ Identify & engage with the key stakeholders (regulators, flying personnel, investors, architectures, technology

experts, drones or autonomous vehicle experts etc.) to understand the key challenges or limitations of the
current operating system and improvement expected from the Product ’X’ to enhance ease and experience
of the end-user

▪ Cost Benefit analysis (CBA):-
• Identification of business objectives (e.g. Driver- increase operational efficiency, Strategy- asset tracking,

rapid information availability, single-user performance, automated technology)
• Estimate process improvement with solution

Strategic Recommendation Value Delivered

Developed the complete strategic roadmap considering each aspect of
Governance, Financial, Infrastructure, Service offerings, pricing strategy,
stakeholders preferences, considered proposed improvement parameters
and evaluated the feasibility to manage the complete value chain & given
them the potential to pull the levers to drive positive economic advantage.

▪ The findings were consolidated & complete value creation blueprint was given for the current existing
operations being practiced, a complete understanding of the regulatory system with strategies to address
questionable areas in the present data and how efficiently the client can position the Product’X’ by addressing
the limitation of the existing system

▪ Ideal price range was given to the client for targeted geographies


